
PULMOVOL is a range of Volumetric Respiratory Exercisers used to encourage SMI through inspiration (Sustained Maximal Inspiration) in 
patients with respiratory pathologies or difficulties. Indicated in the prevention of postoperative respiratory complications and in patients 
with prescription to perform IMT therapy (Inspiratory Muscle Training). 
Used to improve the strength of respiratory muscles providing progress in the respiratory functional parameters, PULMOVOL incorporates 
visual indicators of performance in order to aid the therapist in coaching the patient to optimal performance.
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INCENTIVE SPIROMETERS PULMOVOL

Indicated for adults, it has a clear scale ranging from 300cc to 5000cc. Visual indicators for the therapist to set targets and for the patients to 
indicate achieved results. Fully dismountable for cleaning operations, mouthpiece, air filter and tube can be replaced.

With a clear scale ranging from 200cc to 2500cc, it offers less resistance than Pulmovol 50 and is therefore indicated for pediatric use, for the 
elderly and for all patients with reduced inspiratory capacity. Visual indicators for the therapist to set targets and for the patients to indicate achie-
ved results. Fully dismountable for cleaning operations, mouthpiece, air filter and tube can be replaced.

The patient should lift two or three balls by deep inspiration, following the instructions of the doctor specialist, holding the inspiration as long as 
possible and removing the mouthpiece from his mouth to exhale. Can be fully disassembled for cleaning operations in between patients.

Pulmogain Soft features light “floaters” instead of balls, thus offering less resistance than Pulmogain. It is therefore indicated for patients with 
reduced inspiratory capacity, such as children, elderly people and for all patients confined to bed for long periods. Designed for hospital use or 
home-care, it is fully dismountable for cleaning operations. Mouthpiece, air filter and tube can be replaced.

To exercise and stimulate respiration through expiration. Can be used alone or connected to any other CA-MI Incentive Spirometers -such as 
Pulmogain or Pulmovol- to exercise respiration through a complete cycle of inspiration and expiration without interruptions. 
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